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Abstract:

The automatic question generator for Tamil is a Language processing system which is used to generate questions for valid Tamil sentences which follows the grammatical rules and constraints imposed by the language. This Natural Language Processing (NLP) system combines the knowledge about the language and application domain to automatically generate questions for Tamil sentences. Even though this language processing system dynamically generates optimal questions for sentences, this type of system requires lot of information for processing data. Structural correctness of the input sentence and proper semantic analysis leads to good results wherein misunderstanding and lagging of semantic information of resources may lead to uncontrolled output.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Natural language generation (NLG) systems combine knowledge about language and the application domain to automatically produce documents, reports, explanations, help messages, and other kinds of texts. This automatic Tamil Question Generator is a form of NLG which produces optimal question set for any given Tamil sentence provided the input is according to the Tamil Grammar.

The figure below describes the architecture of the Question Generator system.

This paper organized as section 2 explains the state of the are natural language generation, section 3 explains the proposed natural language Tamil question generation system, section 4 describes the algorithm of the proposed system and the final section concludes with the scope of this work.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM

Automatic generation of natural language text is an essential task in many language processing like summarization, automatic document generation, question answering system, translator etc. It consists of a learner to learn how to realize a sentence from the content of semantic role information. This learner is to be designed as a statistical model that is formulated from a preprocessed corpus of sentences. This preprocessing is handled by pos tagging, chunking and semantic role labeling. A POS tagging tool [1] for Tamil is developed in Anna University. Similarly Chunking tool [2] for Tamil is also developed at Anna University which can also been used for Chunking of POS tagged texts. These systems serve to be the pre runner/ existing works that comply with our project.
3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

3.1 INPUT:

The input to this language processing system is a valid Tamil sentence which obeys all the structural and grammatical constraints of that language. For example the input may be a sentence of this kind:

3.2 TAMIL POS TAGGER:

This part of the language processing system tags each of the words in the given input sentence with suitable descriptor tags which enables the generation of questions automatically with the help of those tags. The process of tagging and the tags used are described below.

3.2.1 NOUN MARKER TAG:

In the process of tagging the noun marker each and every word of the sentence is tagged as the noun initially and after completion of the tagging procedure by matching the semantic and structural rules of the language the remaining untagged words are considered to be noun. This method is followed since there is no particular structural rule for noun detection.

3.2.2 VERB MARKER TAG:

In the process of tagging the verb marker the following sub tags are also made thus enabling the generation of question which is yet to happen in the later phase. The sub tagging done which aids the processes of verb identification are described below.

3.2.2.1 GENDER MARKER TAG:

Each word of the input Tamil sentence is checked for the presence of Gender markers such as மையும் at the end of the word which describes male, female, plural and genders other than male or female. If such gender marker tags are found in the word then the algorithm proceeds in finding the tense markers which is described below.

3.2.2.2 TENSE MARKER TAG:

A tense marker appears just beneath the gender marker and is used to conclude that the word with a tense marker preceded by a gender marker is definitely a verb. The various tense markers are:

Present tense: போற்ற போற்ற
Past tense: மையும்
Future tense: போற்ற

Thus a word is tagged as a verb if it is of the form:

Verb = action word + tense marker + gender marker

Thus in this example the word "போற்ற" gets tagged as "past tense male "verb marker.

3.2.3 TIME MARKER TAG:

The word is checked against the following predefined time marker words such as என்றும், என்றும் என்றும் and some other date markers such as date and week markers and if these marker words are present the word gets tagged with a time marker descriptor tag. In the main example given about the word "போற்ற" gets a Time marker tag.

3.2.4 NOUN DESCRIPTOR TAG:

For tagging a word as a noun descriptor the word has to be checked against these following rules. The word must end with the rhyme "உமு" and word which succeeds this word must be a noun
Considering the above main example:

- The word अंतर ‘अंतर’ already got tagged as noun marker by rule 3.2.1 and the word दिन ‘दिन’ ends with the rhyme न. As the two rules are satisfied this word दिन ‘दिन’ gets tagged as the noun descriptor. Similarly the word सार ‘सार’ which obeys the above two rules gets tagged as noun descriptor or noun quantifier.

3.2.5 VERB DESCRIPTOR TAG:

The word which is to be tagged as a verb descriptor must end with the rhyme either ऐ or ऑ. By checking against this rule the word can be tagged as the verb descriptor. In the above given example considering the word इन्द्र ‘इन्द्र’ ends with the rhyme ऑ thus satisfying the above rule and hence this word gets tagged as the verb quantifier or verb descriptor tag. Thus coming across this tagger section of the system tags all the words of the input sentence with appropriate taggers and sends this as input to the question generator phase.

Considering the above given example the whole sentence gets tagged as below:

Time Descriptor + Noun Quantifier + Noun + Noun Quantifier + Noun + Verb Quantifier + Noun + Past tense Male singular verb.

3.3 QUESTION GENERATOR:

The phase of the language processing system gets the tagged sentence as the input and produces all possible questions as the output. The appropriate tags are used to generate questions by following the rules given below. The tagged sentence is again scanned from left to right word by word and each time a word is replaced in the sentence based on appropriate tags to that word to generate questions:

3.3.1 RULES FOR QUESTION GENERATION:

Rule 1: Replace the time marker tag in the sentence with the word जानना ‘जानना’ to generate a question. Considering the example the question generated by replacing the time marker will be of the form:

Rule 2: Replace the noun quantifier tag in the sentence with the word आ ‘आ’ to generate a question.

Rule 3: Replace the first occurrence of noun tag in the sentence with the word आ ‘आ’ if the gender is either male or female else replace the word with आ. Considering the example the question generated by replacing the time marker will be of the form:

Rule 4: Replace the verb quantifier tag in the sentence with the word आ ‘आ’ and also delete the noun and its corresponding noun quantifier to generate a question. Considering the example the question generated by replacing the time marker will be of the form:

Rule 5: Find the words tagged as nouns and ending with the rhymes ऑ, ऐ, इ, न, ऐ, ड, इ and replace them with योग्य विश्वास है. जो बात आपके जीवन में मानी गई थी.

If the verb in that sentence is either has either male or female gender descriptor else replace them with योग्य विश्वास है जो है आपके जीवन में मानी गई।
Note: The second question generated by following the rule 5 is not valid which can be detected by checking the structural pattern of the language. (Check 5.Future work portions for further reference regarding this issue)

Thus the various questions generated by following the above rules for the given input sentence are as follows:

3.4 QUESTION OPTIMIZER

This phase of the question generator system is used to narrow down to a single optimal question for a given sentence rather than set of all possible questions. This can be done by following the below described rules:

Allot points to each tag based of precedence of tags say:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TAG</th>
<th>POINTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantifier</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun Quantifier</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By using the above precedence check each replacement and choose the question with maximum points as the optimal one. Considering the above approach the optimal question that is generated from the possible set of questions is:

4. ALGORITHM

```
ALGO QuestionGen()
begin
nounCount=0;
while(atNextWord()!=NULL) do
begin
    //taksiPosttagging()
    tag each word as noun;
    if(istIntDescriptor()) then
tag word as verb;
    else if(isRhyEnd("")) then
tag word as noun quantifier;
    else if(isRhyEnd("")) or (isRhyEnd("")) then
        tag word as noun quantifier;
    else if(isTimeDescriptorsAvailable()) then
        tag word as time descriptor;
end
while(atNextWord()!=NULL) do
begin
    //questionGeneration()
    if(isNounTag() and nounCount>0) then
        replace with "WHAT";
    else
        replace word with "WHAT";
        nounCount++;
        if(isTimeTag()) then
            replace word with "WHEN";
        else if(isVerbTag()) then
            replace word with "WHAT";
        else if(isNounQuantifier()) then
            replace word with "HOW MANY";
        else if(isQuantifier()) then
            replace word with "HOW"
        else
            remove(nounRef(1),prevWord());
        remove(prevWord());
end
end
```

5. FUTURE WORK

This question generation system which we have designed allows replacing only a word in the input sentence with one question word but it follows the structural and grammatical correctness of the language. This efficient question generation may be improved by allowing more than one replacements of tagged words in a sentence with question words and generating optimal questions by keeping an upper and lower boundary on number of replacements permitted. Also classification of nouns based on living and non-living things helps us to better understand the noun quantifier and additional information can be provided to the noun descriptor and what it currently quantifies can be identified and generation of corresponding questions can be made possible.
6. CONCLUSION

Thus this automatic question generation system implemented above can be made use for framing questions given a valid input sentence or group of sentences. This language processing system finds application in generating optimal questions which aids in better understanding of structural and grammatical aspects of a language. This same technique can be applied to other languages only varying the basic blocks of grammar for that corresponding language.
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